of commemoration where Newfoundland, Canadian, Scottish and British imperial associations compete for prominence. It is argued in the paper that those who chose the site of the Park, and subsequently re-ordered its topography, helped to contrive a particular historical narrative that prioritised certain memories over others. In its design, the park has been arranged to indicate the causal relationship between distant military command and immediate front-line response, and its topographical layout focuses exclusively on a thirty-minute military action during a fifty-month war. In its preserved state the part played by the Royal Newfoundland Regiment can be measured, walked and vicariously experienced. Such an achievement has required close semiotic control and territorial demarcation in order to render the "invisible past" visible, and to convert an emptied landscape into significant reconstructed space. This paper examines the initial preparation of the site in the 1920s and more recent periods of conservation and reconstruction. The author examines precedents for the preservation of battlefields, the spatiality of commemoration, and the expectations aroused by such sites of memory. By focussing on the Beaumont Hamel memorial site the author explores several areas of contention: historical accuracy, topographical legibility and freedom of access.
"Remembering where it used to be": topography and immutable memory In a lecture commissioned for the New York Public Library, and later published as "The Site of Memory", 1 Toni Morrison closed by suggesting that so-called "fictional" writing is rarely a product of complete invention, it is always an act of imagination bound up with memory. To illustrate the point she drew an analogy between site and memory:
"You know, they straightened out the Mississippi River in places, to make room for houses and livable acreage. Occasionally, the river floods these places. "Floods" is the word they use, but in fact it is not flooding; it is remembering. Remembering where it used to be. All water has a perfect memory and it is forever trying to get back to where it was." of individual and collective remembering. As is explored elsewhere in this volume, such "syncretic interwining" of place, identity and memory is indeed rare and subject to a continuous evolution of meaning. Social memory links emotional ties with specific geographies that are "anchored in places past" and inevitably, during periods of national commemoration , appropriate emotions have been invested in enduring forms of stone, bronze or brick. 3 Focussing on the monumental forms of our urban landscape, Boyer has described such manifestations as "rhetorical topoi … civic compositions that teach us about our national heritage and our public responsibilities and assume that the urban landscape itself is the emblematic embodiment of power and memory." 4 However, such didactic intentions on the part of the status quo rarely remain entirely unopposed and, as the work of Matsuda has shown, competition for the mnemonic spaces of cities has often been fierce and dramatic. 5 If, as he contends, commemoration is always an act of evaluation, judgement, and of "speaking" which "lends dignity to the identity of a group" 6 then it is easy to see why, as Lefebvre argues, 7 the commemorative process raises issues of territorial domination and the control of memory. Not only are the meanings of monuments problematic but, as Lewis Mumford asserted, both monuments and revered sites may rapidly become invisible within the collective memory because "something has impregnated them against attention." 8 They simply blend back into the undifferentiated landscape. In short the meaning of monuments, like memory itself, is profoundly unstable. 9 It is thus hardly surprising that, after each of the world wars of the last century, the dialectic between remembering and forgetting has been a dominant theme in the discourses around commemoration and remembrance. 10 In Europe such arguments have focussed on the status of memory as invested in a knowable object. It has been argued that the failure of nineteenth century forms of monumentalism resulted from the fact that representational modes of commemoration, either plinth-based or architectural, could no longer convey the complexity and immensity of loss experienced in both world wars. 11 A counter-monument movement, driven largely by contextual fine artists, has further asserted that fixed statuary induces a reified memory that quickly results in national amnesia, rather than a meaningful act of ongoing remembering. Building on the maxim of John Latham and the Artist Placement
Group that "the context is half the [art]work' 12 , artists and cultural interventionists such as Jochen Gerz have claimed that memory is fluid and contingent and that., consequently, it is neither possible nor desirable to insist on a single, objective and authoritative reading of any place or historic moment. 13 Michalski thus contends that the principle aim of the counter-monument is "to register protest or disagreement with an untenable prime object"
-the plinth-bound exalted statue -and, as an alternative, to set up a process of reflection and debate, however uncomfortable or radical. 14 Analysing what he refers to as the"anxiety of erasure" engendered by bourgeois culture, Lacquer asserts in a similar vein that figurative simulation has long been inadequate to the task entrusted to it. Instead, "the thing itself must do because representation can no longer be relied on".
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In many instances, however, "the thing" is little more than a cleared and uncluttered tract of land to which historic significance is attached. Nowhere, perhaps, are the issues indicated above more urgent than in the controversies that surround how we remember and represent the Holocaust. As Charlesworth and Addis have argued recently, in the absence of convincing memorials the sites chosen to remember the Holocaust are crucial to the national and popular imagination as it comes to address this event. This is especially true of those places where "unmanaged ecological succession threatens to erase history". 21 Koonz, in an analysis of the commemorative hinterland around Nazi concentration camps, suggests that whereas we know that written texts are "infinitely malleable" and readily abridged, films edited and photographs airbrushed, the landscape feels immutable. Only geography, she argues, is capable of conveying the narrative of extermination: "At these places of remembering, memory feels monolithic, unambiguous, and terrible." 22 It is a point endorsed by Mayo, in his epic survey of the contested terrain of native north America, when he simply states: "the landscape itself is the memorial." 23 Such sites of memory, or "lieux de memoire' as understood by Pierre Nora, 24 exist at the intersection between official (or civic) and vernacular cultures. Their inestimable value to the workings of collective memory is recognised by Gillis, who points out that most people find it difficult to remember "without having access to mementos, images, and physical sites to objectify their memory." 25 Preservation and 'reconstruction' of such sites has accelerated recently, alongside a compulsive consumption of personal and public history, and the democratisation (some might say privatisation) of the past. Winter too has drawn important parallels between sites of battle, sites of memory and sites of mourning, identifying three phases in the evolution of commemorative spaces. 26 Firstly, an initial, creative phase involving the construction of "commemorative form" and marked by monument building and the creation of ceremony; secondly, the "grounding of ritual action in the calendar" through a process of institutionalisation and routinisation that takes place within the defined commemorative space; and finally, a crucial stage during which the sites of memory are either transformed or disappear, a process that is largely contingent on whether a second generation of mourners inherits the earlier meanings attached to the place or event and is able to add new meanings. Without frequent re-inscription, the date and place of commemoration simply fades away as memory atrophies as a result the commemorative space loses its potency to re-invigorate memory. 27 As hallowed sites of national memory, the identification and preservation of a battlefield as physical site can help maintain a consciousness of the past which, as
Lowenthal argues, is "essential to maintenance of purpose in life, since without memory we would lack all sense of continuity, all apprehension of causality, all knowledge of our identity". 28 
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Wandering over the sites of the Battle of Gettysburg and musing on the manner in which we help to create significant landscapes, Harbison suggests that "serious tourists" help monumentalise the landscapes they pass through, "classicising them by concentrating on certain nodes of significance which acquire ceremonial eminence" whatever their outward condition. 32 The role of the "serious" tourist, he argues, is essentially reconstructive. At no point is this more evident than in the constructions of "spectacles of memory" often touring the battlefields is a different thing altogether to touring for the purpose of sight seeing, in fact I can safely say that the mere sight-seer will probably be disappointed with the devastated zones of France and Belgium. But combined with "atmosphere" and imagination they will draw the tourists like magnets and he will probably return to them again and again. 39 In its desolated and noisome state, littered with war refuse and unspent ordnance, the emptied land was devoid of identifying landmarks except for painted signposts indicating the site of former villages, churches or farmsteads. Yet these were the very sites of memory that were to assume an inestimable significance in national, regional and local memory. In the immediate aftermath of the Great War the victorious armies and their followers worked to shape and fix memory onto the ravaged land. Winston Churchill represented many parties when he wished that he could acquire and "freeze" the whole of the ruins of Ypres, arguing "a more sacred place for the British race does not exist in the world." 40 Like many Britons he wanted to fix forever the memory of that terrible town in the minds of future generations as "one great and sacred repository of all the scattered dead." 41 Furthermore, the dead, as Heffernan points out, were not allowed "to pass unnoticed back into the private world of their families". They were "official property" to be accorded appropriate civic commemoration in "solemn monuments of official remembrance". 42 Having seized the "ideological authority" over the rights of the individual citizen, and because large tracts of foreign territory were "possessed" by its dead, the British Empire, through its constituent representatives, negotiated schemes to enclose portions of land in perpetuity. During this process, the elision of body and territory was central,. As Malvern reminds us, the trope of land-and landscape-as-body was a constant evocation during and immediately after the war.
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Over the next decade governments from all parts of the British Empire, along with remembrance groups and bereaved families, purchased small tracts of "foreign land" as permanent memorials and sacred spaces. 
Further alterations
Dick turned the corner of the traverse and continued along the trench walking on the duckboard. He came to a periscope, looked through it a moment, then he got up on the step and peered over the parapet. In front of him beneath a dingy sky was Beaumont-Hamel; to his left the tragic hill of Thiepval. Dick stared at them through his field glasses, his throat straining with sadness. He went on along the trench, and found the others waiting for him in the next traverse. … "This land here cost twenty lives a foot that summer," he said to Rosemary. She looked out obediently at the rather bare green plain with its low trees of six years growth. … "See that little stream -we could walk to it in two minutes. It took the British a month to walk to it -a whole empire walking very slowly, dying in front and pushing forward behind. And another empire walked very slowly backward a few inches a day, leaving the dead like a million bloody rugs. No Europeans will ever do that again in this generation." … They came out of the neat restored trench, and faced a memorial to the Newfoundland dead. Reading the inscription Rosemary burst into sudden tears. we zig-zag along the duck-boards, and here are grim reminders on every side of fierce fighting, nothing altered from the time when war ended, helmets where they fell, many pierced with shrapnel; rifles rusty with mouldering stocks ; a rusty machine gun; rusty bayonets; mouldering packs, water bottles, mess tins -just where they fell. across which the heroic advance of July 1, 1916 was made" 64 In this, the Canadian authorities were assisted by Captain George Hicks MC who fought as a platoon commander on 1 st July. 65 As a result of this re-modelling the late 1916 and 1918 battle landscape was largely eradicated so as to re-inscribe the narrative of July 1916.
Since then the Park has become one of the landmarks in the mythical topography of the Great War. On April 10, 1997 the Battlefield and Memorial was designated as a Canadian National Historic Site and a memorial plaque to that effect was unveiled on November 8 th of that year. Over the past two decades it has become one of the most visited places in northern France and is described by one authority as "probably the most interesting place on the whole Western Front" 66 -a verdict which benefits from its association with a unique regiment in a defined moment in time. In this aspect, it contrasts strongly with the sprawling anonymity and vast scale of much of the rest of the trench war.
Like many other sites where historic significance has been attached, its very popularity is now deemed to be a threat to both its ecological state and also to its re-invested status as "sacred ground". 67 It was agreed that a number of broad principles should be adopted to help guide the future management of the sites: no damage should be caused; any actions taken should be reversible; and "no more should be done to increase the loss of legibility of the site permanently." 69 One of the first actions taken by the Canadian authorities was to ensure that the battlefield was regarded primarily as a memorial space, rather than a place of recreation or historical re-enactment. To this end, the word "Park" will be phased out. A second (possibly more controversial) decision was taken to restrict access to the site. This would be achieved by allowing grass on the site to grow, in places to waist height. Expressed in this manner the site has three primary modes of discourse: one that projects it as a sacred and reverential domain dedicated to recording a very particular act of war;
another that identifies the site with distant, regional memory. Thirdly, the site has become a dramaturgical space where terrain has been re-arranged to create a sequence of spatial and timed narratives. In common with the many Romantic and pastoral mythologies associated with the trench war on the Western Front, the Park has also been presented as an "enchanted place" where hundreds of soldiers became "lost" in the void of no-man"sland. 72 Above all, visitors are asked to cherish the preserved battlefield as a unique temporal space, one which is linked exclusively to a few hours of battle on a particular morning in the middle of the war. On the Western Front perhaps only the tranchee des baionettes at Verdun or the Lochnagar Crater at La Boiselle can make the same claim of origination in a specific and sudden moment. 73 As a prime example of a site of social construction, the Western Front, argues Saunders is best understood as not just a place of incessant battle but "a palimpsest of overlapping, multi-vocal landscapes". 74 As such, they pose particular problems for those who wish to preserve them. As David Lowenthal 75 has noted, traces of antiquity can be so faint that "only contrivance secures their recognition." In the absence of signposts, he asks, "how many visitors to an old battlefield could tell that it was an historical site." 76 To which we might add, pace the Western Front, and how exactly might a segment of battlefield be preserved and rendered distinguishable given the ravages enacted on that desolated landscape ? Lowenthal has described the memorial-strewn sites of the US Civil War as "landscapes of accretion" stratified by layer upon layer of markers, statuary, beacons and military ordnance which require careful excavation. 77 They are also rhetorical landscapes where military actions, tactical ploys and declarations can be revisited and understood.
Reflecting on the preservation of the Gettysburg battlefield in 1863 (an idea conceived only five weeks after the end of the battle) Robert M Uttley 78 describes it as an "associative monument", a place identified with particular events whose preservation is intended to be "educational, inspirational and patriotic." Rainey 79 underlines these concerns, arguing that battlefield preservation should be regarded as a continuous educational process in which successive generations "revise or expand their cultural memory through interaction with the artifacts and landscapes of its past." 80 In the UK Secondary School National Curriculum the Newfoundland Memorial site is considered an important component in any study of the Great War. Here, for example, is a typical itinerary prepared by one history teacher;
One of the central features of our visit to the Somme is to spend at least an hour at Newfoundland Park and conduct in-depth fieldwork in this portion of the battlefield. Regular visitors to this invaluable preserved site will be familiar with its features and the benefits it affords anyone studying trench warfare. The events of 1 st July 1916 can be followed by standing in the British front-line, looking towards the German trenches and then going "over the top", timing how long the walk across no mans land takes. The view from the German front-line to the British trenches (both front-line and reserve) brings home why the first day of the Somme was so costly for the British and Newfoundland troops who fought there. 81 For such purposes, the Beaumont Hamel Memorial seems to offer a template for the entire war. To others, however, it can only offer a fragment: the periods of maneuver (in Restriction of movement is also regarded as interfering with the pilgrim/visitor"s right to engage with the significant (and often concealed) motifs of the place. The lead signifiers of the park -caribou, petrified tree, shell-holes and preserved trench lines -lend secular authority to the Christian memorials on the site and are regarded as having talismanic properties. Visitors help "reconstruct" the site in other ways: they litter the site with paper poppies and wreaths, they help to re-inscribe key routes across the terrain with contemporary meanings, and the most informed visitors (usually drawn from remembrance societies and amateur historians groups) also help to re-assert a "proper" historical understanding of the site. This last role is crucial because the historical legibility of the site is compromised by indifferent signage.
A number of signposts in the park are plainly inaccurate: the main Allied trench line, for example, is erroneously labeled St John's Road (after the capital of Newfoundland). In actuality this was the name given to the metalled road between two villages behind the line. One possible justification for this sleight of hand is that it helps compress the Newfoundlander"s narrative into the given space. 85 Similarly the orientation of the approach paths, the alignment of cairn and caribou and the arrangement of the perimeter trees give a sense that the combatants attacked to the north-east, when in fact the attack went in an easterly direction towards the site of the superintendent"s lodge. Every aspect of the park"s design conspires against this reading. The caribou, for example, is described in the official literature as "head held defiantly high, facing in the direction of the Newfoundlanders" former foes." 86 Although "The Danger Tree" is preserved and labeled, other features cannot be adapted so easily. In his guide to the Somme Battlefield
Middlebrook advises readers that in order to appreciate the wartime situation one must ignore the trees; the battlefield was open in 1916. Second, ignore the park"s boundaries; the line of the Newfoundlanders" intended advance was half right ... not down the centre of the park. 87 Across this central area a shallow trench line (which visitors often confuse for the enemy line) is left unlabeled "because it played no part in the Newfoundland story". It belongs to a later battle. 88 Such anomalies, it could be argued, occlude our understanding of the past, sacrificing historical complexity for a simplified one-dimensional reading. To many these are more than technical points. A leading authority on the site, Nigel Cave bemoans the inaccurate signage :
the present arrangement does no service to the many Newfoundlanders who would have become casualties as they made their way to the front-line; nor does it help to explain the magnitude of the task that faced them. 89 Another frequent visitor complained that the available information was "replete with errors and misunderstandings -it is plainly inauthentic" and conservation. Preservation means the maintenance of remains in a "condition defined by its historic context", and in a form that allows it to be studied with "a view to revealing its original context". Conservation will invariably create a new context, and through attracting a new public will create a new use. 94 Furthermore, conservation may lead to damage of the site or artefact, even its destruction.
Plainly, the 2001 Charter was intended to preserve the site from the conservationists.
However, although many would agree with the tenets of the Charter, most anxiety was focussed on the loss of legibility and the limitations of access caused by the decision to allow the grass to grow above accepted norms of horticultural decency, to violate what Edmund Blunden preciously called "the green coverlet". 95 Denied the immediate understanding of the site"s distinctive topography, visitors are left to the whim of the "inadequate" signage. More fundamentally, unkempt undergrowth is widely regarded as contrary to the codes of Commonwealth commemoration. It is widely accepted that a close-trimmed, neatly ordered lawn is synonymous with "proper" remembrance in that it is considered to be timeless, unviolated, pre-industrial. According to Shepheard it is this attention to detail -the assiduous "clip and mow and prune" -and the insistence on "specificity" that makes it possible to "commemorate the dead without glorifying the war." 96 By comparison, unkempt parkland and overgrown lawn evokes painful associations of traumatized bodies, disintegration and administrative disorder.
Mosse has argued that nature was artificially contrived by the designers of both British
Empire and German war cemeteries to mask the horrors of the Great War. 97 Yet, it is apparent from official histories this was never the intention of the British authorities.
Cemeteries were never camouflaged from their obvious purpose. As Morris observes, the pristine appearance of the garden cemeteries do however conceal an uneasy tension between a smooth, whole and ordered exterior and the realities of war buried only inches below. Carefully managed turf is also held to have redemptive qualities, softening the memory of a traumatized landscape which is fixed in the collective memory as a violent gash in the earth. 98 An uncluttered green coverlet also meets one of the primary 1918, was a zone under constant surveillance and of omnipresent danger. To combatants, the deserted battlefield was not empty at all, it was rather an "emptiness crowded ... more full of emptiness, an emptiness that is not really empty at all". 99 A space both "full of history and yet void of history", this notion of a landscape characterised by absences and loss makes further sense on the Western Front battlefields because it is a place where subjective narratives (often tied to family histories) are located and brought to life. As Shepheard suggests, "it is a place you take your own stories to". 100 As has been argued, preservation of historical remains is layered with complexity.
Preserved battle landscapes, as Morris reminds us, are many-layered with "different and intersecting ideas and meanings about identity, place and landscape production. Memorial has also given shape to the imagined community of Newfoundland as a "nation" defined by a brief, but catastrophic, historical moment. 
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